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This eagerly awaited companion volume to the enormously popular volume on fighters looks at the

might-have-been strategic German bombers. Filled with transatlantic jets and projects that were on

the drawing board or in prototype form at the war's end. Full color action illustrations in

contemporary markings and performance data tables show vividly what might have been achieved

had the war continued beyond 1945.
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Book condition was excellent. Subject matter was interesting. Information was lacking on some

designs. But, remember most of these aircraft were only in the design stage. Colorful artwork.

Makes you wonder what might have been produced, if WW2 continued past 1945.

Awesome book;luv it. Thiscompletes this series for me . I couldn't beat the price!!

This book is exemplary in its illustrations, line drawings, and photos of the various production

models, prototypes, and proposals for new bombers. The imagination and forward thinking of the

German aircraft designers is just stunning, and lucky for us Der Fuhrer did not persue a long range

strategic bomber program. So, aircraft buffs, modelmakers, you will drool over this book.Guten Tag

meine Herrs/Fraus

I mostly disagree with "anhistorian" and his review of the book. The artwork in it, and it's two



companion works, are top notch. I agree much of the text is simplified, but as a bonus that gives

more room for line drawings, illustrations and photos. And I am not really interested in the authors

political alignment, I am just reading his book. If you think he is being pro-German, well it appears to

me that he IS German, and loves his country. Mr "anhistorian", if you are an American, don't you

love your country? Nuff said. I would highly recommend this book to anyone interested in this

unique subject. Great job!

Excellent documented information of German wonder weapons.

Very good book.

I came across the first of these books a long time ago..I had to wait for the two that followed a few

years..this is the second in the series..I've personally always been drawn to the exotic and strange

weapons Nazi Germany was meddling with from before the war and during..A lot of these designs

have obviously influenced so many of the post war jets it's incredible.The German scientists left a

wealth of documentation behind to show they had some pretty way-out ideas for aircraft..A lot were

way beyond their time,some would never have flown,but some would have been a real menace in

the skies over Europe(as shown by the operational appearance of the Me 262,Arado 234 and to a

lesser extent the Me 163 and He 162).The whole swept back wing idea and flying wing concept was

taken onboard by all nations after the war..I was lucky enough to get the whole set of these books. If

you are a Luft 46 fan as I am and build thee exotic models these books give you plenty to ponder

on..The artwork is great,although the writing is sparse it still gives a lot of detail. I would think these

books will become quite hard to find soon so grab them while you can!

Yet another great volume in the "Secret Projects" series. This volume presents many little known to

completely unknown tactical and strategic bombers designed and built in Germany during the war.

Prior to the USA and Soviet Union, Germany was already planning for intercontinental bombers

such as the Sanger Silbervogle bomber designed to enter the stratosphere, bomb America or

Russia, refuel in Japanese held territory and continue on back to the launch site.This book is great

for the descriptions, photographs, three-view drawings and illustrations. My purchase of the entire

series is to help our organization, the International Resin Modellers Association ([...]) come up with

new kits ideas. Any book from this series is a definite plus. Hopefully there will be more Secret

Projects dealing with Italy, France, China, Argentina, Brazil and others.
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